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however, using the novels in tamil you don’t have to worry about the issues mentioned above. the
novels in tamil are available in various sizes, so that you can choose the size of the novel that you
want to read. the font size is also adjustable. the user interface of the novels in tamil is very intuitive
and the most important novel page is displayed at the top of the page. the novels in tamil comes
with no additional cost, you can read the novels on a daily basis. this novel is written by a tamil poet,
balasubramanian, real name is devibala.p.r. this novel was first published in 1976. this novel has
been published in different languages. in most of the languages this novel is published as devibala.
is the author of the novel. in this novel devibala has described the cruelty of the society at that time.
the novel narrates the story of a middle-class farmer in tamil nadu. the farmer’s family is faced with
severe financial crisis. this novel is more about the pathetic state of affairs in tamil nadu at the time
of devibala.p.r. devibala tamil novels free pdf download in google drive is available for the benefit of
the users. you may share the link with your friends, family, or coworkers and they will be able to
download or read the devibala novel pdf using the link, which is one of the advantages of utilizing
cloud storage. devibala tamil novels-balasubramanian is devibalas true name. p.r. was born in trichy
in 1957. he has received several awards for his short stories, including the diamond jubilee prize of
anandha vikatan. additionally, he has authored tv series such as alaigal and nambikkai.
balasubramanian is devibalas true name.
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